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OHL ZS AD -  Sofia Branch issues this reference to AVIS ENGINEERING 
LTD, Plovdiv, in confirmation of the fact that for the period from October 2010 
to February 2013 the company carried out part of site: Reconstruction and 
Electrification of Railway Line Svilengrad -  Turkish Border with ASSIGNOR -  
National Company Railway Infrastructure SC. The main purpose of the project 
was to develop the network of national company Railway Infrastructure SC by 
means of electrification and reconstruction of the railway infrastructure of the 
line Svilengrad -  Turkish border for minimal speed 160 km /h  with high 
commissioning parameters and in accordance with the European requirements 
for traffic safety, energy effectiveness and protection of environment.

The price for the construction and assembly works carried out by AVIS 
ENGINEERING LTD amounts to BGN 6 700 000 /six million and seven 
hundred thousand leva/, VAT exclusive. Works were carried out for the 
following parts:
- Part: Electricity -  Overhead lines, including poles and fundaments /18  km /;
- Part: Electricity -  Highway cable;
- Part: Electricity -  Section post -  Turkish border;
- Part: General construction and iron road -  Noise-muffing barriers;
- Part: Protection installations

The contract also included supply of the necessary materials, their assembly, 
technical inspections and tests, delivery of the works, and the respective 
documents.
The constructed section post is intended for the reservation between electrified 
railway networks of Bulgaria and Turkey.
AVIS ENGINEERING LTD has the necessary specialized mechanical 
equipment and technology as well as engineers and workers with experience in 
construction works in transport electrification.
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During the construction of site: Reconstruction and Electrification of Railway 
Line Svilengrad -  Turkish Border the company showed excellent organization 
observing deadlines, construction technology, approved projects, standards and 
statutory documents.
We recommend AVIS ENGINEERING LTD as a qualified and reliable partner 
in all activities of part Electrification.

Sofia, 31 May 2013 /sgn .ill./ /se a l/
Lyubosh Noskovich 
Authorized person 
OHL ZS AD
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I, the undersigned Ilinna Hristeva Levi, in my capacity o f official translator, hereby certify that the 
above instrument, consisting o f 2 /two/ pages is a true and complete translation into the English 
language of the attached official document, originally composed in the Bulgarian language. In testimony 
thereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official seal oftlte company.
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